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Consultancy is not only promotional access, but profit to gain 

training that builds future, 

 

Trained can have access to work, to earn future, Checked 

behaviour, what else is support to measure, 

 

Compiler in a computer programming language to complete 

the circuit, 

 

The database can connect through data, to analyze to display 

the lightning result, 

 

The query is asking an expert system, but human behaviour 

can bill heavenly if somebody can ask, 

 

So keep ready your database from childhood to meet every 

demand, 

 

 

Real is on time, the reel was past time, pen drive always 

shine, 

 

Smart is AI programming to call itself also a phone that 

survived after every version, 

 

Consult is not an insult but acquiring it to quit shy of to get 

connected for people song for democracy, 

 

Laptop, the smartphone is not making us different for that 

easily available on the Internet, 

 

Consultancy understands market demand to make ideas of 

the market for mankind to utilization, 

 

Template building is the start point, what to feedback and 

earn in a short time, 

 

But to earn heavily, were to give full time and what is the 

coding choice, soft skill dyes, the degree is requirements, 

rest, and time is money, with the blessings of god 

consultancy. 

 

Complexity to prove the involvement of everybody at once,  

 

Complexity to prove if we are new to the problem,  

 

Completely to prove if we are time and space-conscious, 

 

Complexity to solve the path to become fast and easy after 

meetings, 

 

 

Social complexity is the number of people that participate, 

 

Political complexity is the number of standards that improve 

people administration, 

 

Child complexity is the number of standard steps to learn to 

show social up gradations, teaching complexity is the number 

of case studies to establish learning in campus behaviour, 

 

Country complexity is the number of international businesses 

that can cross border behaviour, 

 

Law complexity is a change in people's need to adjust the 

development in the common establishment, 

 

Zeal complexity is progressed pay commission in expectation 

from available possibilities, 

 

New complexity is the place to leadership that creates a 

group acceptance for conquered directions, 

 


